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DRAFTING DRF 109-2

Course Number:Course Name

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT (GRADING METHOD):

1. One week's notice for tests.

2. Assignments to be done on time for full marks.

3. Final Mark breakdown--Assignments - 30%
Tests - 70%

5. All students are expected to be punctual, regular:in attendance, and
conscientious-rn their work.

TEXTBOOK(S}

Blueprint Reading for Machine Trades: Int. Delmar:

REFERENCES:

Machinery's Handbook

CSA B78.l and B78.2

4. A Grade - 75% and up - Consistently Outstanding Achievement

B Grade - 65% - 75% - Consistently Above Average Achievement

C Grade - 55% - 65% - Average or Acceptable Achievement



Topic Number Periods

DRAFTING 109-2

1 4

Topic Information

2 4

3 8

4 6

5 6

6 4

Blueprint reading involving more
complex machining situations.

Dete:r.rmination and use of datum edges
and faces from blueprints, for set-
ting up pu:r.rposes.

Blueprint reading for the determination
of operation sequences.

Consideration of economical approach
to setting up compnents, f:r.romblueprints
in order to obtain maximum number of
operations from single setting.

Conversion of blueprint angular
dimensions to co-ordinate dimensions to
facilitate machining.

Introduction to jigs and figures.



DRF 109-2

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

To expose the student to complex d~awings of components to be machined, and
develope the ability to ~ead such drawings quickly and efficiently.

To develop in the student the ability to determine ope~ational sequences,
and methods of economic setting up, by efficient reading of drawings.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

Unit 1--
1. Demonst~ate ability to read d~awings cOHrectly.

2. Identify the use and importance of datum edges and surfaces.

3. Determine fHom d~awings datum edges and surfaces.

4. Demonstrate ability to select the cor~ect datum from a drawing for
setting up pu~poses.

5. Demonstrate ability ro read complex machining drawings and recongnize
datums to be used for setting up.

Unit 2--
6. Identify importance of setting up a component co~~ectly.

7. With ~espect to (6), identify the need to ~educe to a minimum the
number of crane lifts required to machine large components.

Unit 3--
components from a drawing.

9. Demonst~ate ability to determine operational sequences, for complex
components, from a drawing.



Unit 4--
10. Identify the necessity of ca~rying out maximum number of machining

operations from one setting.

11. Demonst~ate from reading a simple component d~awing, ability to
determine set up which will enable maximum amount of machining to be
done in one setting .

12. Demonstrate from reading complex component d~awings, ability to
determine set up which will enable eaximum amount of machining to be
done in one setting.

Unit 5--
13. Identify the need to convert angular dimensions to co-o~dinate

dimensions in many instances.

14. Demonstrate ability to convert angular dimensions to co-ordinate
dimensions.

15. Demonstrate (14) taking into consideration specific set-ups which may
necessitate further conversions of dimensions.

16. Identify the need to keep a record of calculations involved for
dimension conversions and set-ups.

17. Demonstrate ability to keep a record of calculations, including
identification of the component the calculations were made fo~.

Unit 6--
18. Identify the need for the use of jigs and fixtures.

19. Demonstrate ability to read a component d~awing, in o~der to set
the jig to be used cor~ectly.

20. Identify the importance of cleanliness and care of jigs and fixtures in
order to obtain correct machining of a component.

Unit 7--
21. Demonstrate ability to use permanent featu~es in a set up where a

number of identical components a~e to be machined.

22. Demonst~ate ability to use permanent featu~es in a set up whe~e a
numbe~ of identical components are to be manchined in successive
operations.

23. Identify the need to keep a record of features in (21) and (22)
including sketches and component identification for subsequent batches.


